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1 Introduction
century development on the hill to the east
of the historic core houses a large
proportion of the indigenous population and
here can be found the majority of local
services which include a primary school,
surgery, garage and supermarket.

The purpose of a Conservation
Area Appraisal
The purpose of this conservation area
appraisal is to clearly define the special
interest, character and appearance of the
conservation area, and to suggest any
possible amendments to its boundary. The
appraisal should then inform development
control decisions and policies and act as a
foundation for further work on design
guidance and enhancement schemes.

Date of designation
The Conservation Area was designated in
1971, in accordance with North Cornwall
District Council’s policy document for the
area.

The Conservation Area within the
wider settlement

Scope and structure
This appraisal describes and analyses the
character of the Port Isaac conservation
area and the immediately surrounding
historic environment. The appraisal will look
at the historic and topographical
development of the settlement, analyse its
present character and identify distinct
character areas. These areas will then be
further analysed, problems and pressures
identified and recommendations made for
its future management. More detailed
advice on the management of the
conservation area can be found in the Port
Isaac Conservation Area Management Plan
which is designed to stand alongside this
appraisal.

The present conservation area boundary
includes the historic core of the town
around the harbour and roughly follows the
1907 development boundary including the
more recent development along New Road,
which incorporates sparse historic
development. It extends to take in the rural
setting of the fields to the southwest and
southeast of the town.

General identity and character
Port Isaac is a village of two parts. The
historic core of the village centred on the
harbour consists mainly of eighteenth and
nineteenth century cottages and town
houses interconnected by narrow alleyways
or drangs. Many of the domestic buildings
are holiday lets and a large proportion of
the commercial premises have connections
with the tourist industry. The twentieth
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2 Planning Context
Local

National

The adopted North Cornwall District Local
Plan (1999) contains detailed polices
relating to listed buildings and conservation
areas. For this reason, anyone considering
making an application for consent for
development or demolition within a
conservation area or which would affect a
listed building should consult the Local
Plan. The document is available for
inspection at the Council’s offices and
online at www.ncdc.gov.uk . Pre-application
advice can also be sought from the
Council’s Conservation and Development
Control Officers.

In 1967 the concept of protecting areas of
special merit, rather than individual
buildings was first brought under legislative
control with the passing of the Civil
Amenities Act. Whilst listed buildings are
assessed nationally with lists drawn up by
the government on advice from English
Heritage conservation areas are designated
by local authorities. The current Act
governing the designation of ‘areas of
special architectural or historic interest, the
character or appearance of which it is
desirable to preserve or enhance’ is the
Planning
(Listed
Buildings
and
Conservation Areas) Act 1990. Under this
Act local planning authorities are required
to designate conservation areas, to keep
them under review and if appropriate to
designate further areas. Designation
remains the principal means by which local
authorities can apply conservation policies
to a particular area.

The Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004 introduced changes to the
planning system that will result in the North
Cornwall District Local Plan replacement
by a Local Development Framework. A
portfolio of Development Plan Documents
will set out the spatial planning strategy for
North Cornwall and provided detailed
development control policies including
locally distinct polices relating to listed
buildings and conservation areas. All
documents prepared as part of the North
Cornwall Local Development Framework,
including the Local Development Scheme
which sets the timescale for Development
Plan Document preparation and adoption
can be viewed at www.ncdc.gov.uk .

Regional
Broad polices relating to the protection and
enhancement of the natural and built
environment is currently contained in the
Cornwall Structure Plan (2004). The policy
emphasis is that development should
respect and consolidate local character. In
2008 the Structure Plan will be replaced as
part of the statutory Development Plan by
the South West Regional Spatial Strategy.
The contained policy approach in respect
of the built and natural environment will be
maintained in accordance with national
guidance.

The saved polices of the North Cornwall
District Local Plan will remain part of the
statutory development plan until replaced
by adopted Development Plan Documents.
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3 Location and setting
Port Isaac lies on the north Cornwall coast
16 kilometres to the north of Wadebridge
and 14 kilometres to the west of Camelford
via the B3267. It lies within the parish of
Port Isaac, in the district of North Cornwall.
The village is situated at the western end
of Port Isaac bay and its historic core lies
around the natural harbour, one of the
safest on the north Cornwall coast. Either
side of the harbour the cliffs rise steeply
culminating in Lobber Point on its western
side and slightly shorter headland on its
eastern side.
The sea lies to the north of the settlement
and to the south is a very steeply sided,
sheltered valley through which flows a river.
Where the river approaches the harbour its
course has been altered to flow through a
leat, which in places passes beneath the
road and several buildings.
The village is surrounded by agricultural
land which merges into the coastal plain.

Historic Landscape
Characterisation
Under
the
historic
landscape
characterisation survey carried out by
Cornwall
County
Council
Historic
Environment Service in 1994 the land
immediately adjacent to the river along the
valley floor is characterised as rough
ground as is the land immediately at the
cliff’s edge around Lobber Point. The fields
on the Lobber Point headland are described
as post medieval, whilst the fields
surrounding the rest of the settlement are
characterised as medieval farmland.
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4 Designations
Scheduled Monuments
There are no scheduled monuments
Historic Buildings
There are over 90 listed buildings all of
which are listed Grade II
Historic Area Designations
The historic core of the settlement lies
within a conservation area
Other Designations
(All policy numbers refer to North Cornwall
Local Plan adopted April 1999)
The whole settlement and surrounding land
falls within an Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB) – (ENV1)
The cliff to the west of the town is
designated an Area of Great Scientific
Value (AGSV) – (ENV 5)
The coast to the west is a Cornwall Nature
Conservation Site (CNC Site) – (ENV 5)
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5 Historic and topographic development
the north coast. A number of fish cellars
were built at this time and their remnants
were uncovered when the foundations were
dug for the Victorian fish cellars which now
occupy the same sites. In around 1536
John Leland described ‘Porthissek, a pretty
fisher village, lyeth about a three miles from
the mouth of the aforesaid brook lower by
west on Severne shore. There resorteth a
brook to Porthissek: and there is a pier and
some succour for fisher boats.’ The pier
was built during the reign of Henry VIII and
thereby followed a period of development
within the town which lasted until the
beginning of the seventeenth century. As
early as 1584 the traveller Norden observed
the village was ‘wonderfully increased in
buildings’.

Early Origins
The earliest evidence of occupation in the
area dates from the Bronze Age and relates
to the fields surrounding the town.
The name Port Isaac appears to be a
derivation of the word Porth meaning
harbour and Iyzak the Cornish for corn
perhaps referring to an early corn mill.
Polsue in 1867 refers to Portissyk as a
Saxon port but there is no surviving
evidence to support this claim.

Medieval
Port Isaac is not mentioned in the
Domesday Book but three surrounding
manors are named - Roscaret, Treforioc
and Treweheret. It seems likely that the
harbour developed from an early date- the
rocky promontory Lobber Head curling
protectively around the head of the bay to
the west made it one of the safest harbours
along the north coast. The first written
evidence referring to Portusek, dates from
1338 and describes the settlement as a
fishing village. It seems likely therefore that
the earliest development occurred on the
sheltered ground around and to the south
of the present day harbour. Rose Hill and
Church Hill are two of the earliest streets
in the settlement and date from this period.
It has been suggested that Rose Hill might
originally have led straight to the beach.

The village originally centred around an
open flat space at the southern end of the
harbour known as The Platt. This was used
as a workplace by the fishermen, as a safe
place to draw up the boats during spring
tides and as a venue for the weekly
markets. By 1542 there was an inn at its
south eastern corner - originally called the
Mote Inn, it later became the Bristol Inn and
then the Commercial.
In addition to the fishing industry by the
reign of Elizabeth I Port Isaac had become
an important centre of export shipping slate
from the local quarries to France and
Belgium. In addition pilchard oil was
exported to Italy making the settlement a
truly international port. This status was
reflected in the development of the village
- by the end of the Tudor period most of the
present day streets were already laid out.

Post-medieval Port Isaac and the
Seventeeth Century
Port Isaac by 1500 had a flourishing
pilchard industry and was considered one
of the most important fishing harbours on
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A shed along Middle Street incorporates a
window which could have come from the
early chapel building. By the eighteenth
century Middle Street would have been a
highly developed area and the position of
some of the surviving cottages suggests
some were built in courtyard formations as
well as addressing the street. The area off
Middle Street known as The Poor Court
was the site of a row of poor cottages, and
was once connected by an alleyway into
Dolphin Street. These narrow alleyways
were locally known as drangs. One of the
village’s pumps was situated in Middle
Street making it an important place for local
congregation.

Eighteenth century
The town prospered in the eighteenth
century as both the fishing and
import/export industries continued to
flourish. A number of inns were built
including the Golden Lion at the foot of Fore
Street (where it was claimed contraband
was stored in the cellars). The larger stones
at the base of the inn could indicate it
stands on the site of a former quay. Two
further inns, The Swan owned by John
Larke and The Dolphin on Dolphin Street
owned by Elizabeth Stribley, were both
opened in the 1770s. Other development
during this period included, along Dolphin
Street, the sizeable Trevan House
(subsequently named after a doctor and
writer who lived there in the early
nineteenth century) and the town house
now called Dolphin House.
In 1750 a chapel was built possibly on
Middle Street following a visit to the town
by John Wesley – he visited Port Isaac
fourteen times between 1747-1789. A
house dating from the eighteenth century
now called Wesley House was possibly
where he stayed on one of his visits.

The village continued to grow steadily
throughout the eighteenth century. Towards
the end of the period more substantial
houses were built by the businessmen
involved in coasting (discharging cargoes
by ketches) such as Victoria House on Fore
Street and Tremaine on Church Hill. The
Manor House is another sizeable house
from this period which might at one point
have had a mill pool in its garden. Its name
could indicate the building was originally
used to collect manorial duties.

Picture 5.1 The mid-eighteenth century Wesley
House on Middle Street.

Picture 5.2 The late eighteenth century Manor
House on Church Hill.
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Further eighteenth century development
took place along Church Hill, the original
main road to St Endellion Church, with a
row of cottages south of the Manor House.
These cottages were built into the steeply
sloping bank with their rear elevations to
Church Hill and entrances on both floors.
On the western side of the road there was
a scattering of small cottages with steps
leading to communal drying areas behind
the houses.
Further development also took place during
the late eighteenth century on The Platt
with the building of The Market House
adjacent to the former Mote Inn. It is not
known whether the building provided
covered accommodation as part of the
market, or whether it was simply named for
its proximity to the market site.
Picture 5.3 The late eighteenth century Market
House with slatestone walls and brick window
surrounds. The canted bay windows are twentieth
century additions following its conversion to
domestic use.

Early Nineteenth century
John Watts Trevan’s handwritten book
Summary Memoirs of the Parish of
Endellion Prior to the year 1834 provides
us with a remarkably detailed picture of life
in Port Isaac during the first part of the
nineteenth century. Trevan lived in Dolphin
Street and was the village’s physician. He
describes the prolific pilchard stocks at the
turn of the century which inspired a number
of businessmen to invest in the industry building cellars and seine lofts. In addition
to the fish cellars in the harbour there were
also two sizeable cellars on the promontory
to the north-east of the village, beyond Fore
Street, and one on Fore Street itself on the
site that later housed the school. The
entrepreneurs enjoyed about a decade of
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success after which the stocks dried up.
He describes Rose Mine or Tresingers as
a local mine and lists the vessels operating
in and out of the harbour. At the time of his
memoirs (the 1830s) coal was being
imported from Wales and earthenware from
Bideford. Meanwhile slate from Delabole
and corn were exported. The majority of
shopkeepers however at this point were
purchasing their goods at Devonport,
Boscastle, Wadebridge and Padstow from
where it was transported to the village by
land carriage.

house subsequently rebuilt in 1885. In
addition to the Baptists, Non-conformism
continued to flourish in Port Isaac with
Trevan recording over fifty- five worshippers
at the chapel. In 1836 a Methodist chapel
was built at the foot of Roscarrock Hill
above the fish cellars, and shortly
afterwards a Weslyan Methodist Chapel
was built at the Eastern end of Middle
Street.
In 1804 the first school was founded in the
village and by 1820 there were between
thirty and forty pupils.

Trevan painted a picture of a busy
community, whilst also giving the
impression that the glory years of the
village had passed. ‘Port Isaac a small
fishing town but the longest and most
thickly inhabited place in this parish it
contains about one hundred and forty
dwelling houses inhabited mainly by
seafaring people being as mean dirty and
tumultuous place as can well be conceived’.
He goes on to describe ‘the streets narrow
and filthy as almost to render them
inhospitable in the time of wet weather’ and
that ‘Port Isaac is fast going to decay’.

By 1827 a local businessman and coastal
trader Warwick Guy was operating from
Slipway House at the foot of Church Hill
with the building opposite (now called
Greengates) as his warehouse. He traded
in corn and barley which he exported whilst
importing wheat. Greengates could be on
the site of an earlier water mill. By 1840
Guy had prospered sufficiently to build
himself a town house on the opposite side
of the road, Courtenay House.
Guy further increased the development of
the village with a ship building yard on
Roscarrock Hill, which included three
workshops.

The 1839 tithe map illustrates Trevan’s
description of a densely populated
community. The interconnecting streets in
the centre of the town – Church Hill, Middle
Street, Dolphin Street and Back Lane were
all lined with houses, workshops and shops.
There were buildings along Roscarrock Hill
and along the length of Fore Street. The
western end of Rose Hill had been
developed as was the southern part of
Margaret’s Lane.

Later Nineteenth century
By the mid nineteenth century the fishing
industry continued to play a significant role
in the fortunes of the village. In 1850 there
were forty-nine registered fishing boats and
four fish cellars. The cellars in the
south-western corner of the cove date from
this period as do the fish cellars at the
south-eastern corner of the harbour. These
were rebuilt to store equipment at the same
time as the retaining wall to the road above,
which has become known as the Pentus
Wall, was constructed. In addition there

In addition to the houses and cottages there
was a Quaker Meeting House, built in 1806
and thought to be the first in Cornwall. By
1832 the building had been taken over by
the Baptists, and by 1871 it was a private
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were two boat building yards adjacent to
the fish cellars and a carpenters’ yard on
the north side of Roscarrock Hill above
Guy’s shipyard.

However, by the end of the nineteenth
century smaller boats were being built that
could travel long distances and the need
for coasting by ketches began to wane. The
arrival of the railway at the nearby station
Port Isaac Road in the 1890s further sped
up the decline in sea trade as slate began
to be exported by rail. As one industry
declined, another picked up - local
fishermen began to fish for mackerel and
shellfish and used the new railway to export
the fish to London and other domestic
markets.
By the end of the century with the demise
of the export and coasting industries most
of their associated structures were
redundant. The carpenters’ yard was
purchased by a former shipwright who built
a tall Gothic style building on the site taking
advantage of its sea views and one of the
boat yards closed down. The fish cellars
and stores, however, continued in use.

Picture 5.4 The façade of the mid-nineteenth century
Fish Cellars.

As the century progressed the nature of the
harbour-based industry began to alter –
fishing was in decline but there was still a
fair trade in coasting. In 1867 Polsue in his
Parochial History of the County of Cornwall
refers to the extensive numbers of pilchard
cellars reduced to ‘one seine or so’. The
decline in fishing was also noted by Sir
John Maclean in his book The Parochial
and Family History of the Deanery of Trigg
Minor Cornwall written in 1873 – ‘until about
fifty years ago, the village of Port Isaac was
a most successful fishing port. An unlimited
quantity of fish (chiefly pilchards) might be
taken in the bay and along the coast, but
this source of industry has, in a great
measure, ceased’. He goes on to note ‘a
considerable coasting trade exists during
the summer months with vessels of from
fifty to eighty tons burden, chiefly owned
and manned by inhabitants of Port
Isaac….these vessels are also engaged in
bringing
limestone
and
general
merchandise from Plymouth, and coals
from Wales’.

Before its transferal to the railway the trade
in slate was to influence the physical
development of the village. Back Hill was
excavated by Dartmoor convicts to provide
better access to the harbour for slate
carried from Port Gaverne. This must have
occurred after 1873 because Maclean
refers to slate from Delabole being brought
by road to Port Gaverne and then by boat
to Port Isaac because of the gradient of the
hill. However the First Edition Ordnance
Survey map of 1880 shows the excavated
road in place.
By 1867 the Roscarrock Hill Methodist
Chapel could no longer accommodate the
swelling congregation and was converted
into a Sunday school with a larger chapel
next door. The chapel bell was retrieved
from a wrecked ship, The Bencoolen, which
had gone down off the Bude Coast. The
Wesleyan Methodist chapel on Middle
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Street was definitely operation during this
period as Polsue in 1867 referred to two
chapels in the village one belonging to the
Wesleyan Methodists, the other to the
Methodist Free Church. The 1880s map
lists the Roscarrock Hill chapel as United
Methodists and the Middle Street Chapel
as Wesleyan.
After centuries of travelling to St Endellion
for their services a chapel of ease was built
for the Anglicans of Port Isaac between
1882-4. The church was sited on the newly
excavated Back Hill and was described in
the West of England Newspaper in 1884 –
‘The new building, which is dedicated to St
Peter is a simple but substantial
picturesque structure, in the Early English
style’. Around twenty five years later
reinforcement works had to be carried out
as the building was suffering from
subsidence, possibly caused by old mine
workings.

Picture 5.5 The chancel window at the northern end
of St Peter’s. The building’s challenging location
prevented the church from being built on the more
usual east/west axis.

It is clear that there were mine workings in
the area (they were recorded by Trevan in
his memoirs) but their actual location is
unknown. However the junction along
Trewetha Lane, referred to as Minepit
Corner, is believed to be the site of an old
mine whose workings connect to an adit
that runs through the rock under the school.
Trevan refers to a Rose Mine which could
have been named after the nearby Rose
Hill.
During the late nineteenth century a row of
three Victorian houses was built at the head
of Roscarrock Hill and named Khandallah,
a reference to the owners’ involvement with
tea planting. The stone to build the cottages
was quarried from the cliff on the western
side of the harbour. This was one of three
quarries operating at the time (the other
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two were off Church Hill) to meet the
building requirements of the ever growing
village. Other domestic building projects of
this period included a row of cottages along
the northern end of Fore Street known as
Canadian Terrace and two houses built by
a local man, Valentine Powell Richards,
Cliff Cottage on Fore Street and The
Birdcage on Rose Hill.

house on Fore Street built to designs by
Sylvanus Trevail in 1877 (which won a
design prize at an exhibition in Chicago).
In 1897 a Temperance Hall was built on
Trewetha Lane, and by 1880 there was a
coastguard station on the headland beyond
Fore Street (on the site of one of the former
fish cellars) and a lifesaving apparatus
house along the northern side of Fore
Street or Front Hill as it was then known.
A lifeboat house had been built in 1869 on
land donated by Lord Robartes. It was
some distance away from the cove on Fore
Street and necessitated the use of an iron
trolley and ropes to haul the boat up the
street.
By the end of the century the commercial
centre of the village, based in the streets
leading off from the harbour, had become
highly developed. In addition to the three
inns, the Golden Lion, Dolphin and
Commercial, there were four shopkeepers,
two boot and shoe makers, three
carpenters, three tailors, two butchers, two
masons and a surgeon. Polsue refers to
weekly markets, which took place on a
Friday. Further up the valley was a mill,
which ground flour and made bread

Picture 5.6 The southern façade of Cliff Cottage
built by Valentine Powell Richards with its distinctive
gothic windows and carved and pierced
barge-boards forms a decorative element in the
streetscape of Fore Street.

By 1871 Port Isaac had a population of 750
and had become the most important village
in the parish. (The 1873 Kelly’s Directory
lists the overall population of the parish of
St Endellion as 1,152.). In addition to the
church a number of important pubic
buildings were constructed to provide
services for the increasing population these
included a school and schoolmaster’s

Whilst undoubtedly hastening the end of
the sea trading industry the railway
introduced a new industry to Port Isaac in
the form of tourism. In 1897 John Lloyd
Page noted there were already two lodging
houses in the village and that ‘the outside
world came: the outside world liked Port
Isaac: the outside world came again …..’
In common with many other villages in
Cornwall during the late nineteenth century
a number of houses had byres in their
gardens for keeping pigs.
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Despite the expansion of the village along
Roscarrock Hill and the northern end of
Fore Street the fields to the south of Rose
Hill remained undeveloped due to their
steep gradient. The flat land at the top of
the hill between Port Isaac and Port
Gaverne was used by travelling fairs.

Twentieth century
It terms of development, the village altered
little between the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. Looking at the First and
Second Edition Ordnance Survey Maps the
footprint is virtually identical. However the
nature of some of the buildings had
changed. In the harbour area Guy’s
shipyard closed and was bought by William
Vickery who converted the sturdy stone
walled workshops into a private house
following the First World War. This signified
the end of Port Isaac’s involvement in the
boat building and exporting industries.
However fishing continued despite the
failure of the pilchard harvests in the 1920s.
The fishermen instead turned their attention
to herring, which they sold kippered (the
smoking taking place in purpose built
wooden lofts). During the 1920s the
breakwaters were rebuilt, initially out of
local stone and then concrete after the
contractors went bust.
In 1927 a new lifeboat station was built at
the top of the beach but closed six years
later as strong off-sea winds could make
launching virtually impossible. The
substantial boat house still survives, but
the lifeboat is housed in the fish cellars.
The former lifeboat house on Fore Street
was converted into the post office.
In June 1913 the village became a separate
ecclesiastical parish and St Peters became
the parish church, no-longer a daughter

church to St Endellion. At around this time
a red brick vicarage was built on the Cliff
Path, which is now a private house.
Other early twentieth century developments
in the village included two rows of
substantial terraced housing on the triangle
of land between Back Lane and Fore Street
and in 1911 the construction of the Liberal
Club on Fore Street, replacing a row of run
down cottages known as Billings Row.
Despite the decline in the town’s traditional
industries its role as a local service provider
continued to develop. The 1914 edition of
Kelly’s Directory records three hundred
children at the elementary school. In
addition to the healthy number of shops
and stores there was a bank, Barclay and
Company, two solicitors, a carriage
proprietor , a South-West Rail agent and
an estate agent - indicating the gradual
gentrification of the village. In the 1920s
the village’s first bus garage, Prout’s
Garage, was built in the former garden of
the Manor House.
The nascent tourist industry continued to
develop - the 1914 edition of Kelly’s records
apartments at Olivet House and a boarding
house called Tredethlyn. By 1939 these
were joined by the Castle Rock Hotel,
Glenthorne Lawns Residential Club, and
the Tre-Pol-Pen Boarding House.
By 1951 the population of the village stood
at 968, and during this period the village
underwent a fundamental change as many
of the indigenous population moved to new
housing on the hilltop to the east of the
village as they feared their.old cottages
might be condemned. Despite the closure
of the Port Isaac Road Station in 1966 the
growing number of visitors travelling to Port
Isaac by car meant that the tourist industry
continued to flourish. Further development
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of the town continued with public housing
estates built to the south east of the historic
core in the 1970s.

Tourist numbers have increased over
recent years, as the village has become a
popular location for filming. The population
now stands at c.1,000.

Herring fishing continued until the 1940s
when dwindling stocks resulted in a move
to mackerel and shellfish.
The school closed in 1976 and the children
moved to a larger site at the top of the
village amongst the new housing.

Present Day Port Isaac
Port Isaac is now a community of two parts.
On the higher ground to the east of the
historic settlement there is a large swathe
of twentieth century housing, the school,
surgery, garage, supermarket and playing
field. This part of the village is where the
majority of the local population lives.
Around 60% of the buildings in the historic
core are holiday lets and many of the
commercial premises are shops and cafes
catering for the tourist industry. The old
school is now a restaurant and hotel, the
Roscarrock Hill Methodist Chapel is a
pottery and the Middle Street chapel is a
private house.
Some traditional elements of the old village
still survive, however, and play an important
role in maintaining its character. There are
still services in St Peter’s, the old apparatus
house is now the church hall, the
temperance hall is the village hall, and the
post office is still in the old lifeboat house.
Perhaps the most important element in the
survival of Port Isaac’s historic character is
the continuing presence of fishermen in the
harbour, the retention of the sheds below
the Pentus Wall and the use of the fish
cellars to sell freshly caught shellfish.
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6 Archaeological potential
There are no scheduled monuments in Port
Isaac but archaeology is potentially a rich
asset for the village. There is much about
the village’s history that is obscure and
archaeology is the only way in which certain
key aspects of its historic development can
be better understood.
Archaeology does not refer solely to buried
remains. Information on the historical
sequences embodied in standing buildings
and other above ground features could be
extremely valuable and a building survey
of the village would be likely to yield
significant new information. Opportunities
for investigation and recording should be
sought when buildings are refurbished or
undergo
substantial
alteration.
Archaeological remains are an important
and non-renewable resource and as such
are protected by national and local planning
legislation. One component of future
investigation of both buried archaeological
remains and standing buildings may be
through
more
extensive
targeted
implementation of PPG15 and PPG 16
legislation as part of the development
control process.
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7 Present settlement character
Topography and settlement form
Port Isaac’s dramatic natural setting has
undoubtedly influenced its physical
development. The two promontories of
Lobber Point and the eastern cliff border
a long enclosed stretch of water known as
The Haven, which forms a safe natural
harbour. As a consequence the harbour
was one of the earliest fishing ports to be
developed on the north coast.
To the south of the harbour lies a river
valley. For most of the course of the river
the valley sides are very steep but where
the river joins the sea the valley widens to
form a flat open area. This sheltered space
with a fresh water source presented an
attractive site, and as a consequence by
the sixteenth century a sizeable settlement
had developed. The steepness of the cliffs
on either side of the harbour made further
development to the east and west difficult,
and so the flat valley floor was intensively
developed.
Some eighteenth century building did take
place on the hills along Fore Street,
Roscarrock Hill, Margaret’s Lane and Rose
Hill, but the main development along the
cliffs did not occur until the Victorian era
when engineering advances allowed for
building on more challenging sites.

Picture 7.1 Advances in Victorian engineering
allowed for development on more challenging sites.

The steep hillsides behind Church Hill and
to the south of Rose Hill have prevented
further development at the southern end of
the village. As a result developers since the
mid-twentieth century have looked to the
flat, open (albeit rather exposed) land on
the hill top between Port Isaac and Port
Gaverne.

Standing historic fabric
A large proportion of the buildings in Port
Isaac date from the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, reflecting the periods
when the fishing and shipping trades were
at their most prosperous. However, there
are a clutch of earlier structures around the
Platt and, given that the street patterns
have not in the main altered since the
Tudor period and that the development of
the village can be traced back this far, it is
not unreasonable to surmise that remnants
of earlier structures could be incorporated
within the later buildings.
One of the most predominant building types
in the village is the vernacular cottage –
simple stone constructions with slate roofs,
plain facades and simple slate canopies
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above the doors. Many of these structures
are eighteenth century, with the earlier
buildings having irregular window patterns,
but the style continued into the late
nineteenth century and was adopted for
Canadian Terrace on Fore Street.
In addition to the cottages there are a
number of town houses built for the more
prosperous merchants and professionals
in the village. Larger than the cottages
(many have an attic storey with dormers)
these houses tend to have more ornate
facades that include restrained classical
detailing. In terms of scale they are similar
to the warehouses and industrial buildings
which are mainly grouped near to the
harbour area - these tend to have imposing
but plain facades and strike a more austere
note amongst the pretty cottages.
Another prevalent building type is the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century villa
and terrace. These houses date from the
early years of the tourist industry and are
often sited to take advantage of the
spectacular views. Many of the houses
have bay, oriel and dormer windows
positioned to allow for views of the sea.
They are often highly decorative
incorporating patterned ridge tiles, porches
and glazing bars. There is also a number
of surviving historic shopfronts dating from
this period. The public and religious
buildings in the village are in a mixture of
gothic and classical styles.

Picture 7.2 Raking half dormer windows on Dolphin
Street.

Nearly all the buildings in Port Isaac are
constructed from the local slatestone with
slate roofs. A large number have been
rendered or painted, but there is still a great
homogeneity of materials. There are no
historic brick buildings (apart from the
former Vicarage, which is outside the
conservation area), but brick was frequently
used for lintels, chimneys and quoins.
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Picture 7.3 Fine examples of historic brick chimneys
with terracotta pots on Rose Hill.

Unlike many Cornish settlements where
the use of brick post dated the arrival of the
railway, in Port Isaac brick was available
much earlier as it was used as ballast in
the ships.
A number of buildings have at least one
slate hung elevation.
An attractive feature of the village is the
great variety of glazing patterns which
enliven the facades and the decorative
doorcases, some of which can be found in
the more humble buildings.

Picture 7.4 Decorative doorcase on a Victorian
house No. 23 Fore Street.

Streetscape and views
One of the major charms of Port Isaac is
the survival of its early street patterns.
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The drangs are pedestrian access only,
and the streets wide enough for vehicles
can barely accommodate foot traffic at the
same time – as a consequence there are
very few areas of pavement.

Picture 7.5 Church Hill - one of the oldest streets in
Port Isaac.

As mentioned above nearly all the streets
were in place by the Tudor period and as
a consequence something of this early
character still survives, even though no
actual buildings from this period are still
extant. The general character of the streets
is narrow, winding - interconnected by
alleyways or drangs.

Picture 7.7 The streets are so narrow that in places
they can barely accommodate traffic and
pedestrians at the same time.

Some of the older corner buildings have
first floors jettied over the ground floor or
ground floors that have been cut away to
increase the width of the road below.
There is a great sense of enclosure in the
lower part of the village where the medieval
streets are bordered by tall eighteenth and
nineteenth century buildings. These
densely packed buildings create a very
effective sound barrier, and consequently
the streets just off the main thoroughfares
are surprisingly quiet.

Picture 7.6 The narrow, winding Dolphin Street.
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Picture 7.9 This view across the bay from
Roscarrock Hill illustrates how well the lancet
windows and gables of St Peter’s compliment those
of the old school.

Picture 7.8 There is a great sense of enclosure at
the eastern end of Dolphin Street.

In contrast the streets that follow the cliffs
on either side of the harbour have a more
open prospect. They are not so highly
developed on their seaward sides lessening
the sense of enclosure but providing
tremendous views across the bay. Similarly
the streets and alleyways which run up the
hillside to the east of Fore Street are again
less intensively developed and have
increasingly wide ranging views the higher
they climb.

Depending where one stands the village
presents very different perspectives. From
the eastern cliff there are views across to
the other side of the bay giving a very rural
perspective as only Kandallah is visible and
the rest of the village lies hidden in the
valley below. Looking west from the church
the bay itself is not visible, only the green
cliffs opposite.
The bay is an important element in so many
of the vistas including from the higher
reaches of Church Hill, Margaret’s Lane
and Trewetha Lane. From Rose Hill one
has a good impression of the intensively
developed lower village, looking out over
the jumble of roofs, to the bay and cliffs
beyond.

Views
From Roscarrock Hill and Fore Street,
either side of the harbour, it is possible to
see most of the village. As a consequence
there are very few roofs and rear elevations
in Port Isaac that are not highly visible.
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Within the lower village the twisting nature
of the streets means there are few vistas,
but there are charming intimate glimpses
into courtyards and rear gardens through
tiny alleys and archways.

Picture 7.10 View across the rooftops from Church
Hill towards the bay.

Looking east from Roscarrock Hill the view
of buildings around the harbour and the
lower part of the village appears remarkably
unchanged from a late nineteenth century
photograph of the same scene in the
Cornish Records Office; the main difference
being the line of buildings on the hilltop,
whereas the sizeable bulk of the harbour
structures and Mount Pleasant half way up
the hill remain the same. From Roscarrock
Hill one has the best views of the school
with its dramatic silhouette of gables and
clock tower.

Picture 7.12 The drang Rose Hill provides one of
the intriguing and intimate views in the lower village.

Some of the most striking vistas are from
the houses on the headland beyond Fore
Street where there are far reaching Atlantic
views.

Picture 7.11 A pre-1907 photograph held at the
Cornish Record Office of this same view shows how
essentially unchanged it has remained.
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Picture 7.13 Looking towards Lobber Point and the
Atlantic beyond from the eastern cliff.
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8 Character Areas
Understanding Character

feel, due to the survival of the fishing
industry, and many of the premises are still
in commercial use.

In addition to the broad elements of
settlement character identified in the
previous chapter Port Isaac can be divided
into three distinct character areas. They
are:
The Harbour
The Old Town/Commercial Core
Nineteenth Century Expansion
These character areas are differentiated
from each other by their varied historic
origins, functions and resultant urban
topography, by the processes of change
which have affected each subsequently
and the extent to which these elements and
processes are evident in the current
townscape.

Picture 8.1 The survival of the fishing industry has
preserved the working character of the harbour area
which greatly enhances the charm of the whole
village.

Historic Development

The special interest of each character area
will be defined in order to assess its value
or significance both as an individual area
and as part of the settlement as a whole.
This understanding can then form the basis
for maintaining and enhancing Port Isaac
in the future – to ensure that its special
character is sustained and enhanced.

Medieval and earlier. Polsue refers to
a Saxon port, but there is no surviving
evidence to support this assertion. The
first written evidence refers to a fishing
village in 1338 – suggesting the
earliest development was around the
harbour.
Tudor and later. The importance of the
harbour for fishing continued to grow
and a pier was built during Henry VIII’s
reign. The centre of the settlement
would have been the Platt at the head
of the beach. By 1542 there was an
inn, the Mote House, situated in the
south-east corner of the Platt on the
site of the Wheelhouse Restaurant.
The current building on this site
possibly dates from the seventeenth
century.
Eighteenth century. At the start of the
century the Golden Lion was built,

The Harbour
Statement of Significance –
The oldest part of the village to be
developed, this area has some of its
earliest buildings. Many of the historic
structures were formerly industrial or
commercial and these large, plain walled
edifices distinguish the area from the rest
of Port Isaac (where the overall building
type is of a smaller scale and more
domestic). The area still has an industrial
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possibly on the site of an early quay,
and a sizeable town house, Tremaine
House was built at the foot of Church
Hill – possibly by one of the newly
prosperous coastal traders. By the
later eighteenth century the Market
House had been built adjacent to the
Mote House as the commercial
importance of the area grew.
Early nineteenth century. Warwick Guy
the coastal trader built offices and a
chandlery on Fore Street with a
warehouse behind on Church Hill.
Mid nineteenth century. Guy built the
town house Fernleigh at the foot of
Church Hill and a shipyard on
Roscarrock Hill. By this time there
were fish cellars in the south western
corner of the harbour, a new slipway
by the Platt, stores on the
south-eastern side below the recently
constructed retaining wall, the Pentus
Wall, and a carpenters’ yard above the
boatyard.
Late nineteenth century. The
carpenters’ yard was converted into a
private house, Northcliffe, and a row
of villas, Khandallah, were built at the
head of Roscarrock Hill. A number of
the buildings around the harbour had
been converted into shops including
Guy’s offices which were now general
stores, Tremaine House which was a
hat shop and the Mote House which
housed a cobblers.
Twentieth century. Guy’s shipyard
became a private house, Halwyn, in
the early twentieth century. In the
1920s the modern breakwaters were
constructed and in 1927 a life boat
station was built at the head of the
slipway. During the later twentieth
century the general stores became the
Slipway Hotel, Guy’s warehouse
became a domestic building, and the

lifeboat was moved to the old fish
cellars.

Picture 8.2 The modern breakwaters built in the
1920s replaced the former Tudor structures.

Activity and use
This is still a very busy part of the village.
Visitors are drawn to the beautiful harbour,
to watch the fisherman who still bring in
shellfish which can be bought in the old fish
cellars. The Golden Lion is still a public
house and there are a number of cafes,
restaurants and small shops.

Architecture and historic qualities
This area is notable for its architectural
idiosyncrasies – many of these stem from
the fact that so many of the buildings have
enjoyed more than one incarnation. Stores
have been turned into shops, offices into
houses and houses into shops. This has
led to a plethora of altered roof-lines,
extensions, blocked entrances and random
window arrangements.
There are a large number of three or more
storied buildings, partly due to a former
commercial or industrial origin, and partly
due to their location on cliff or hillsides.
Around the harbour mouth these structures
appear particularly massive as many have
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large areas of plain wall. Over the years
some of the rather forbidding facades have
been softened by the addition of windows.
Although there are now a number of
domestic buildings in this area very few
were purpose built. Fernleigh is however
an exception and its regular façade
addressing the street with symmetrical
windows and a central doorway is in
marked contrast to the complex mix of
styles, mass and positioning of the
surrounding buildings.

Key Buildings

Picture 8.3 The Golden Lion with its three storeys
and attic is one of the largest buildings in the village
and plays a key role in the townscape of both Fore
Street and the Harbour.

The Golden Lion, Fore Street – grade
II. This large stone rubble building has
been partly rendered on its seaward
side and its elevation to Fore Street is
painted. Its early origins, subsequent
historic development and surviving
original features make it of great
importance both historically and
architecturally. Like many of the
buildings in Port Isaac it is built into the
hillside and its basement was originally
used as a store (for contraband
according to local legend). Its rear
elevation facing Fore Street has an
eighteenth century sash window. The
raking dormer windows probably date
from the nineteenth century.

Picture 8.4 The eighteen pane eighteenth century
sash window on the rear elevation of the Golden
Lion.

The Market House, The Platt – grade
II. Built as a commercial/industrial
building in the late eighteenth century,
for many years the ground floor was
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used as a store for the fishing industry
with flats above. However, the building
is now entirely given over to domestic
accommodation. Originally the building
was an uncompromising, massive,
plain slatestone structure built for
utilitarian purposes and to withstand
the stiff winds gusting in from the sea.
Over the years its appearance has
been domesticated with the addition
of canted oriel windows in the
twentieth century. However its large
plank doors with massive lintel onto
the Platt hint at its former use.
The Wheelhouse, The Platt – grade II.
Built on the site of the Mote Inn this
building is listed as early seventeenth
century, but it is possible that parts of
the sixteenth century building are
incorporated into its fabric. The
building was rather systematically
remodeled in the twentieth century
(including the 1970s slate hung gable
end), but the first floor nineteenth
century sash windows and the
nineteenth century shop window on
Fore Street still survive.

Picture 8.5 Despite extensive re-modelling the
nineteenth century sash windows still survive on the
façade of the Wheelhouse Restaurant.

The Fish Cellars, Roscarrock Hill –
grade II. Although not the oldest, these
are arguably some of the most
historically important buildings in Port
Isaac. The survival of these nineteenth
century cellars with a use related to
their original purpose adds greatly to
the character of the village. The
slatestone rubble sheds were
constructed around a central courtyard
of irregular plan where the fisherman
could work protected from the weather.
The nature of the buildings has altered
over the years according to the
requirements of the fishermen (the
smoking house is now a shop), but
many of the original elements such as
the net lofts and gullies to collect the
pressed pilchard oil still exist. The plain
stone walls along the harbour and
Roscarrock Hill are an important part
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of the townscape as are the wide
timber entrance onto Fore Street, the
clock on the roof and the barometer.

Picture 8.8 The central yard of the Fish Cellars is
still very much a working area.

Picture 8.6 The Fish Cellars are built on an irregular
plan around a central courtyard.

Picture 8.9 The clock on the roof of the Fish Cellars
restored in 2000 is an important townscape feature.
Picture 8.7 The plain slatestone walls of the Fish
Cellars’ harbour elevation.
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Picture 8.10 The barometer set within a moulded
wooden case on the façade of the Fish Cellars.

Slipway Hotel, Church Hill – grade II.
Warwick Guy’s first centre of
operations this early nineteenth
century building, despite several
different uses, still incorporates a
number of original features including
some sash windows and a canted bay
window. To the rear the shop front
dating from its mid nineteenth century
conversion into a general stores still
survives. Its rubblestone walls are
rendered and unfortunately the rag
slate roof has been cement washed,
however the nineteenth century raking
dormers are still extant. Due to its
height and wealth of features, including
a flight of stone steps on its Church
Hill elevation, this building greatly
contributes to the surrounding
townscape.

Picture 8.11 The massive bulk of the Slipway Hotel
makes an important contribution to the streetscape
of the Harbour area.

Greengates, Church Hill – grade II.
This tall nineteenth century former
warehouse has slatestone walls and
some original nineteenth century sash
windows. The brick window dressings
and chimney pre-date the arrival of the
railway and were probably brought to
the village as ballast in one of Warwick
Guy’s (the original owner) ships. A
hoist and loading bay on the left-side
elevation are reminders of its former
use.
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Picture 8.12 Greengates before conversion was a
warehouse owned by the entrepreneur Warwick
Guy.

Picture 8.13 The remains of a hoist and loading bay
on the façade of Greengates

Courtney House, Church Hill – grade
II. The polite regular domestic façade
of Courtney House stands out in this
area of working buildings. It was built
for the entrepreneur Warwick Guy who
probably chose this site in order to
keep a close eye on his surrounding
operations. Like his warehouse,
Greengates, which was built at the
same time the house has slatestone
walls and brick dressings.
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building was later converted into a
house. A pleasing reference to the
work previously carried out here is the
abundant use of wood. The
Roscarrock Hill façade is covered in
wooden weather boarding, the pointed
arches of the windows are formed from
triangular blocks of wood and there is
a wooden verandah on its harbour
elevation.

Picture 8.14 Warwick Guy’s former home –
Courtenay House.

Halwyn, Roscarrock Hill – grade II.
Originally Guy’s shipyard this building
was subsequently used as workshops
before being converted into a house
by Captain William Vickery following
the First World War. Its construction is
of rendered and painted stone rubble
with slate roofs. The range on the left
is late nineteenth century whereas the
higher range on the right with a
pyramid roof dates from the early
nineteenth century.

Picture 8.16 Wooden weather-boarding on the street
elevation of Northcliffe.

Picture 8.15 Buildings from Guy’s former shipyard
were converted into a house in the early nineteenth
century.

Northcliffe, Roscarrock Hill – grade II.
Built in the mid to late nineteenth
century as a carpenters’ yard this
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Picture 8.17 The idiosyncratic windows and balcony
at Northcliffe.

Picture 8.18 Nineteenth century six panelled door
on the façade of Courtenay House.

Other listed structures in this area include
– The Slipway, Nos.11 and 15 Fore Street,
The Pentus Wall, Nos. 2,8, and 12 Church
Hill – all listed grade II.

Local details
There is a good survival of local joinery in
the area including a number of eighteenth
and nineteenth century sash windows on
buildings such as the Golden Lion, the
Harbour Shop and The Slipway Hotel.
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Picture 8.21 Nineteenth century shopfront on the
rear elevation of the Slipway Hotel.

Picture 8.19 The nineteenth century twelve pane
sash window on Tremaine House still incorporates
some crown glass.

A number of historic shopfronts still survive
and can be found on the side elevation of
the Wheelhouse Restaurant and to the rear
of the Slipway Hotel.

Roofs in the area are both hipped and
gabled and many have nineteenth century
dormer windows. There are examples of
both raked and gable dormers. The gable
dormers at Fernleigh have glazed cheeks
– a feature often found in coastal properties
to maximize the views and light.
Steps are a feature of the area and are both
stone rubble and slate. They are found on
former commercial buildings giving outside
access to the upper floors and on the
buildings built into the hillsides.

Picture 8.20 Nineteenth century former shopfront
on the side elevation of the Wheelhouse Restaurant.
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Picture 8.22 Slatestone and slate steps outside the
Fish Cellars.

Picture 8.24 Cut away on the corner of No 1 Church
Hill.

Picture 8.23 Slatestone steps with simple iron
railings on the Church Hill elevation of the Slipway
Hotel.

The corners of Nos 1 and 2 Church Hill and
the Harbour Shop are canted with first floor
jetties in order to increase the width of the
road below. Other cut aways to improve
access and visibility include the corner of
the fish cellars.
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Tremaine House being a particularly
charming representation, and slate was
often used to form window cills.

Picture 8.25 The corner of the Fish Cellars is cut
away to improve visibility on the narrow bend.

Local and traditional building
materials
All the walls in the area are slatestone, but
some have been rendered and painted.
The historic roofs are all slate much of
which is the local Delabole which was
exported from the village.

Picture 8.26 Slate hanging provides an extra layer
of protection against the elements on the seaward
side of No. 15 Fore Street.

As mentioned previously, some of the
buildings have brick window surrounds and
many have brick chimneys using bricks that
had formed ballast in the various boats
involved in the import industry. There are
a few slatestone chimneys, some of which
have been rendered.
The abundant supply of slate meant it was
not only used for roofing. There are several
examples of slatehanging in this area,

Picture 8.27 Several of the elevations of Tremaine
House are slate hung.
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In addition to the historic timber windows
both sash and casement, many of the cills
which are not formed from slate, are timber.

Public realm
As mentioned above, because of the
narrowness of the roads none of the streets
have pavements. Historic paving can be
found however in Bloody Bones Yard where
cobbled steps lead down a drang from Fore
Street with a simple iron hand rail attached
to the side of the Golden Lion.

Picture 8.29 Cobbled paving below the Fish Cellar
steps.

Picture 8.28 Cobbled steps leading down to Bloody
Bones Yard.

There are also areas of cobbles next to the
Fish Cellars steps and a cobbled gutter to
the rear of the Slipway Hotel.
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Picture 8.31 The slatestone slipway adjacent to the
Fish Cellars.

Picture 8.30 Cobbled gutter and cream block paving
to the rear of the Slipway Hotel.

The lower end of Fore Street has recently
been re-surfaced with paviours, but Church
Hill and Roscarrock Hill have tarmac
surfaces. There are few road markings, and
consequently this simple surfacing does
not detract from the historic character. The
surface of the road along Roscarrock Hill
has become very degraded, and whilst this
adds to the rough character of the area as
it joins the cliff, it is perhaps not ideal for
the local residents.
The two nineteenth century slipways greatly
add to the character of the area and are
both grade II listed. The slipway adjacent
to the fish cellars is partly constructed from
vertically
coursed
slatestone
and
incorporates a bridge over the stream that
flows beneath Fore Street. The slipway
leading from the stores below the Pentus
Wall onto the beach is constructed from
stone rubble.

The mid nineteenth century Pentus Wall
and stores below are also grade II listed of
stone rubble construction. To the north of
the sheds there is a massive retaining
stone wall which incorporates an outcrop
of natural rock – this wall was rebuilt in the
twentieth century. This mass of stonework
is an important element in the overall
character of the area, giving a sense of
nineteenth century and modern engineering
overlying natural features.

Picture 8.32 The stores below the Pentus Wall are
cut into the cliff face.
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Picture 8.33 The grade II listed Pentus Wall is of
stone rubble construction with slatestone copings.

Picture 8.35 Hard landscaping at the foot of
Roscarrock Hill.

Loss, intrusion and damage
Picture 8.34 The twentieth century slatestone
retaining wall.

During the twentieth century The Platt has
been resurfaced in concrete.

Greenery and green space
This area of Port Isaac contains the hardest
landscaping. Most of the structures are built
straight onto the road, and only Courtney
House has a front garden. The only real
areas of green space are the gardens of
Northcliffe and Halwyn. However in terms
of open space the area has the magnificent
natural harbour as a backdrop, and this
plays an important part in many of the
vistas.

Despite the huge amount of alteration that
has occurred in the area over the years
there is in general a very good survival of
historic features. This is due mainly to the
tradition for reordering existing buildings,
rather than demolishing them and starting
again. Even some redundant shopfronts
still survive. There is a good general
survival of traditional joinery, although
windows have faired better than doors.
The most intrusive aspect of modern
development in the area has been the
insertion of rooflights into historic roofs.
Rooflights can be advantageous allowing
for the use of previously uninhabitable loft
spaces, and can have limited impact on the
surrounding historic landscape if carefully
positioned on rear elevations. However,
this area of the village is highly visible – the
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natural slate roofs form an important part
of the vistas and rooflights sound a jarring
note
(especially
when
positioned
irregularly).

Picture 8.37 A more formal arrangement
surrounding the forecourt in front of the Slipway
Hotel would restore the former sense of enclosure.

General condition
Picture 8.36 In this area of the village roofs are
highly visible and the insertion of rooflights should
be avoided

Neutral Areas
According to the 1880 First Edition
Ordnance Survey Map the area in front of
the Slipway Hotel was traditionally a yard
bordered by a wall. It is currently used by
the hotel as an outdoor eating area covered
with an awning. Whilst a remnant of the low
front wall and the planters which define the
area do to some degree echo the original
footprint of the yard they have an
impermanent feeling which lessens the
sense of enclosure. As a consequence this
informal space somewhat detracts from the
character of the surrounding area.

The buildings in this area are generally in
good condition, although some of the
joinery on the fish cellars is in need of
attention.
There are no buildings at risk.

The Old Town/Commercial Core
Statement of Significance –
The sheltered nature of this area and its
proximity to the harbour made it an
attractive location for early domestic
development and later for retail
development, all of which took place on
streets first laid out in the medieval period.
The retention of the street patterns and the
high survival of so many historic buildings,
many of which date from the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries and continue in
both retail and domestic use, greatly adds
to the character of the village.

Historic Development
The earliest development in this area
was the creation of the roads Rose Hill
and Church Hill. Rose Hill was the
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access route to the harbour, which was
operating by the fourteenth century,
and Church Hill was the route to the
church at St Endellion - there was a
place of worship here as early as the
sixth century. By the Tudor period the
other streets –Middle Street, Dolphin
Street, Margaret’s Lane Back Lane
(later Chapel Lane) and their
associated drangs- were all in place.
It is possible that Middle Street
originally followed the banks of the
stream whose course was later altered
by a leat.
During the eighteenth century, due to
the increase in fortunes of the village
through its successful fishing and
import/export industries, a major
building programme took place. This
included The Dolphin Inn, Wesley
House, Trevan House and the Poor
Court on Middle Street, The Manor
House and a row of five cottages on
Church Hill and Victoria House on Fore
Street. A Wesleyan chapel was built
on Middle Street in 1750 and Middle
Street was the location for one of the
village’s fist pumps.
By the early nineteenth century Church
Hill, Middle Street, Dolphin Street and
Back Lane were all lined with houses,
workshops and shops. The eastern
side of Fore Street, the western end
of Rose Hill and the southern part of
Margaret’s Lane were all developed
by this period. In 1806 a Quaker
Meeting House was built probably on
Middle Street. By 1839 a new
Wesleyan Methodist Chapel had been
built at the Eastern end of Middle
Street.
During the mid to late nineteenth
century further shops were opened
including a number on Middle Street.
A local man, Valentine Powell, built the
idiosyncratic Birdcage house on Rose

Hill and a large chandlers was opened
on Fore Street which later became
known as Stanley House. The row of
dilapidated buildings known as the
Poor Court were demolished during
this period and replaced with new
buildings and the former access into
Dolphin Street was closed.

Picture 8.38 The Birdcage - a curiously shaped
house with a polygonal hipped roof perched on the
side of Rose Hill.

During the early twentieth century a
number of houses were built on
Church Hill replacing earlier unsanitary
cottages and a small amount of
rebuilding took place on Dolphin Street
and Middle Street. Chicago House was
built on Rose Hill by a returning
emigrant, in the style of contemporary
Chicago houses and in the 1920s
Prout’s Garage was built on the site of
the former Manor House garden.
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Architecture and historic qualitites

Picture 8.39 Chicago House was designed in the
early twentieth century in the style of a
contemporary Chicago building.

Activity & Use
Historically an area of houses and shops,
this mixed economy continues today giving
a pleasing sense of continuity. This said
the nature of both the shops and houses
have changed over the years. The quaint
streets and attractive buildings are highly
popular with tourists and consequently
there are more holiday lets than homes for
local people. Similarly many of the shops
cater for the tourist industry and there are
a number of cafes and restaurants.
Throughout the year Fore Street is
particularly busy with visitors, but out of
season the back streets are quieter. As the
lanes are so narrow, apart from Fore Street
and Church Hill they are infrequently used
by vehicles other than for access and the
dense nature of the development acts as
a sound barrier. As a consequence these
streets are pleasant oases of calm in
contrast to the busy harbour and main
streets. As the Methodist Chapel off Middle
Street is now a domestic building the area
is no longer a destination for religious
worship.

The predominant building type in this area
is the house or cottage –the majority of the
commercial and retail premises being
formed from the ground floors of former
domestic buildings. The scale of the
buildings as a consequence tends to be
smaller than the harbour area (with the
exception of Stanley House a former
warehouse, 4-5 Church Hill, Mount
Pleasant and the former Methodist Chapel).
This has not however led to a sense of
visual conformity, quite the contrary. As
only Middle Street and the southern ends
of Fore Street and Dolphin Street are on
level ground, many buildings have been
constructed to compensate for the
gradients of the hills. Thus single storey
dwellings viewed from the street could have
two or three storey garden facades.

As flat building land was at a premium
these areas have been very intensively
developed with properties squeezed into
rear plots, around courtyards and, in the
case of Trevan House, new houses built
across the facades of older ones.As a result
this area is a rich patchwork of different
facades, plot sizes and orientations. This
irregular approach reaches its apogee in
The Birdcage with its polygonal plan
perched on the side of Margaret’s Lane.
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Picture 8.40 This view to the rear yard of a house
on Church Hill shows how excavations were made
into the cliff side.

Picture 8.42 Decorative doorcase on the Rose Hill
elevation of Vine Cottage.

Key Buildings
The Manor House, Church Hill – grade
II. This early eighteenth century house
(extended in the twentieth century) has
an irregular design typical of the area.
It presents two storeys to Church Hill
whilst having a three storey garden
façade. It is extensively slate hung on
its side and garden elevations and has
an early brick chimney stack. A
building of significance in the
eighteenth century its prominent site
on Church Hill ensures it is still of great
streetscape importance.

Picture 8.41 An extra room has been added to Brook
Cottage by building over the alleyway.

Many of the buildings are cottages with
simple unadorned facades, but there are a
number of small town houses incorporating
polite classical details. Olivet House on
Rose Hill has a pleasing symmetrical
façade with a central panelled door with
fanlight and moulded cornice above. Other
examples of decorative doorcases include
Vine Cottage also on Rose Hill and 22
Church Hill. Other non classical
architectural decorations include the gothic
lancet windows on the old chapel and the
ogee windows on the White House on Rose
Hill.
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Picture 8.43 Casement window with glazed
segmental head on the northern elevation of the
Manor house.

Picture 8.44 The three storey slate hung garden
elevation of the Manor House.

is of painted brick. The sash windows
on the façade date from the nineteenth
century and there is a charming
Sun-Fire Office insurance plaque
below the eaves. The building has
been converted into a house.
Trevan House, Dolphin Street – grade
II. Dating from the early eighteenth
century the regular façade of this town
house has been somewhat disguised
by the building to its left. As a result
on the left hand side there are tall
narrow twelve pane sash windows with
twenty pane sashes on the right. A
particularly charming feature of its
façade is the eaves cornice with an
elaborately carved Doric frieze. In
addition to its decorative qualities this
house is also of historic importance as
it was the home in the early nineteenth
century of the local doctor Frederick
Trevan, who wrote a history of the
village.

Picture 8.45 The very regular slate roof of Trevan
House could have been constructed using the
Delabole system.

The Dolphin, Dolphin Street – grade
II. Built in the 1770s as a public house
this building was extended to the front
and rear in the mid nineteenth century.
Mainly rendered and painted stone
rubble, the extended range to the front
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Picture 8.46 Part of the façade of the early
eighteenth century Trevan House has been
obscured by the house subsequently built next door.

Picture 8.48 The narrow, winding Dolphin Street.

Victoria House, Fore Street – grade II.
This early eighteenth century building
has a charming nineteenth century
shopfront on the ground floor with
pilasters and a moulded cornice. On
the second floor there is a late
eighteenth century Palladian window
and an early nineteenth century
tripartite sash window above on the
second floor. Unlike so many of the
other buildings in Port Isaac where the
narrowness of the roads makes it
difficult to appreciate the upper
storeys, these decorative windows are
highly visible forming an important
focal point to the vista down Fore
Street.

Picture 8.47 The carved Doric frieze on the eaves
cornice of Trevan House.

Temple Cottage, Dolphin Street –
grade II. This charming late eighteenth
century pair of cottages, and sometime
shop now converted into one house is
of particular importance because it
incorporates the entrance to
Squeeze-Belly Alley or Temple Bar at
one time one of the narrowest
thoroughfares in the world. This
intriguing right of way is one of many
alleyways throughout the village
connecting back streets to the main
routes.
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Picture 8.49 The nineteenth century shopfront
surmounted by late eighteenth century Palladian
window on the façade of Victoria House.

Picture 8.50 Temple Bar is one of the pedestrian
only routes in the village and its far end was once
in the Guinness Book of Records as the narrowest
public thoroughfare in the world.

Local Details
One of the key features of this area is the
survival of traditional joinery in the form of
windows, doors and shopfronts.

Picture 8.51 Charming carved wooden porches on
Dolphin Street.
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Picture 8.52 Brackets to hold wooden panels –
possibly an historic flood prevention device – are a
feature of Middle Street.

Picture 8.54 Nineteenth century six panel door with
decorative fanlight and complete doorcase with
pilasters and entablature on No. 22 Church Hill.

Picture 8.53 Nineteenth century twelve pane
hornless sash windows on Church Hill.

There are a high number of surviving sash
windows mainly from the nineteenth
century, but eighteenth century examples
can be found. In the main glazing bars are
of regular arrangements but there are more
decorative examples. There are also a
number of examples of dormer windows
and these take the form of full gables,
half-gables and raking lights. As mentioned
above there are some attractive surviving
doorcases, fanlights and panelled doors in
both modest cottages and town houses.
One of the chief charms of the area is the
surviving historic shop fronts -these date
mainly from the late Victorian/Edwardian
period such as the shopfronts on 44 Fore
Street, Victoria House, 9 Church Hill and 4
Fore Street, but there are examples of
earlier shopfronts such as the mid
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nineteenth century former shop window on
Little Dolphins and the evidence of an
earlier fascia board on 38 Fore Street.

Picture 8.57 No 4 Fore Street has a late nineteenth
century shopfront incorporating slim cast iron
columns.
Picture 8.55 No. 44 Fore Street a charming example
of the surviving historic shopfronts in the area.

Picture 8.58 Nineteenth century twenty-four pane
shop window beneath a moulded cornice on the
Middle Street elevation of Little Dolphins.
Picture 8.56 Nineteenth century shopfront with six
pane shop window and decorative doorcase on the
façade of No 9 Church Hill.

A number of the cottages have simple slate
slabs supported by iron brackets as door
canopies.
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Picture 8.59 The eighteenth century Inshallah on
Church Hill has a simple slate door canopy and
wooden lintels.

In common with the harbour area the
narrowness of the streets and drangs has
resulted in first floors being jettied over
ground floors to increase the width of the
street. 32 Fore Street which forms the
entrance to Rose Hill has a jettied first floor
as does 10 Fore Street where the first and
second floors are both jettied.

Picture 8.60 The lower part of No. 32 Fore Street is
cut away to improve the visibility and widen the
access at the base of Rose Hill.

Roofs in the area come in many different
forms including hipped, gabled and
pyramidal. The hipped roofs tend to have
mitred edges and the ridge tiles are both
slate and terracotta – many of the terracotta
tiles being highly decorative. There are also
a number of small pitched roofs over
extensions adding variety and accent to
side walls and rear elevations.
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Picture 8.62 The extensively slate hung northern
elevation of the Manor House.

Picture 8.61 A mixture of different roof pitches on
Rose Hill.

Local and traditional building
materials
The vast majority of building walls in the
area are slatestone. Many of the stone
walls are rendered and painted, but there
are some examples, often in more
sheltered locations, of stone left uncovered.
In addition to rendering extra protection
from the elements has been afforded by
the use of slate hanging. There are many
fine examples of this throughout the area
some of the most striking being the facade
of Manor House and the three storey
buildings 5-7 Church Hill.

Picture 8.63 The slatehung façade of 5-7 Church
Hill with external bnck chimney stack corbelled out
over the ground floor.

Unusually for this area of North Cornwall
where local stone was in abundant supply
there are two timber framed buildings Nos.
4 and 10 Fore Street.
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Picture 8.64 No. 10 Fore Street dates from the early
nineteenth century and unlike most of the houses
in the village has a softwood frame. The sash
windows and four panelled front door are nineteenth
century.

Picture 8.65 Slate window cills on Church Hill.

All the buildings in the area historically had
Delabole slate roofs as the slate was
exported from the harbour, and many of
these original roofs still survive. Slate is
also used in the area to form window cills
and window hoods.

Picture 8.66 Slate window cill and hood on Middle
Street.

There are a few examples of stone chimney
stacks, some of which have been rendered,
but the vast majority are brick as this too
arrived in the village as part of the
export/import industry. Brick can also be
found in the form of lintels, and window and
door surrounds – most notably on the old
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chapel (the cream bricks used here would
have been imported specifically for the
building and not simply arrived as ballast).

Picture 8.68 ‘Stable block’ paving outside No. 44
Fore Street.

Outside the old chapel the pathway to the
adjacent cottages is formed from cobbles
with a central slate path.

Picture 8.67 Brick chimney stack formed from brick
which arrived in the village as ballast.

Public Realm
One of the great charms of this part of the
village is the wealth of surviving historic
paving.

Picture 8.69 Cobbles with slate path outside the
former chapel on Middle Street

In front of the cottage called The Pump in
Middle Street in addition to the old pump is
a charming mixture of surfacing including
cobbles, stableblock and slate slabs.
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Fore Street, part of Middle Street, Church
Hill and the higher end of Rose Hill are still
very narrow.

Picture 8.70 The pump on Middle Street and a
charming mix of historic surface treatments.

A similar arrangement of slate slabs and
cobbles can be found in front of 38 Fore
Street and 27 Middle Street.

Picture 8.72 Shaggy’s Ope – one of the
pedestrian-only alleyways.

Picture 8.71 Cobbled paving and slate slabs on
outside No. 27 Middle Street.

Most of the streets have simple tarmac
surfaces and there are very few pavements
as the streets are so narrow. The lower
parts of Fore Street have recently been
repaved.
Many of the routes in this area such as
Shaggey’s Ope, Temple Bar, Margaret’s
Lane, Little Lane, Dolphin Street, the lower
part of Rose Hill and the eastern end of
Middle Street are pedestrian only, and the
roads which are wide enough for traffic
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Picture 8.73 Temple Bar is one of the pedestrian
only routes in the village and its far end was once
in the Guinness Book of Records as the narrowest
public thoroughfare in the world.

Picture 8.74 Margaret’s Lane bordered by
charmingly overgrown slatestone walls forms a
delightfully rural channel through the surrounding
historic fabric .

This, coupled with the generally small scale
of the buildings, gives the area a very
intimate feel. A number of the buildings
have passageways through to rear
courtyards and gardens, and glimpses of
these rear aspects adds to the intricate,
many layered character of the area.
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Picture 8.76 The tall slatestone garden wall on
Middle Street helps to give a sense of enclosure.

Picture 8.75 The entrance to Squeeze Belly Alley
typifies the intimate, tightly worked character of the
lower village.

Another important element in the
streetscape is the plethora of slatestone
garden walls - these enclose small front
gardens along Middle Lane, Dolphin Street
and Temple Bar, act as retaining walls
along the higher slopes of Fore Street and
border the gardens south of Rose Hill.

Picture 8.77 Slatestone garden wall incorporating
a slate outcrop.

Picture 8.78 Slatestone garden and retaining walls
on Fore Street with granite and slatestone steps.
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Slatestone is also used to form steps up to
buildings on the hillsides, often with slabs
of slate forming the treads.

Picture 8.80 Slate steps leading down to Dolphin
Street.

Picture 8.79 Slatestone steps with slate treads and
a granite base step on Fore Street.

A particularly attractive example of
slatestone steps can be found leading off
the pathway between Middle Street and
Rose Hill where the slate has been laid in
diagonal courses or kerseyway as it is
known locally.

Picture 8.81 Diagonally coursed slatestone steps
with slate treads.
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The river which flows through this part of
the village in the form of a leat, and in
places passes underneath the buildings,
enhances the area’s character both visually
and audibly.

Greenery and green space
As so many of the cottages and houses in
this area are built directly onto the road the
landscaping does appear a little hard.

Picture 8.83 As so many of the buildings are
constructed directly onto the street, the landscaping
in some parts of the village is a little hard.

This is alleviated to a certain extent by pots
and planters on hardstanding in front of the
houses and by glimpses through alleyways
and archways into back gardens. However
there are some small front gardens in
Middle Street, Dolphin Street, Rose Hill and
the higher end of Church Hill.

Picture 8.82 The leat greatly adds to the charm of
the area.
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Picture 8.85 The rear gardens of the houses in the
valley are only visible from the hillside.

Picture 8.84 View into a back garden off Middle
Street.

To the south of Middle Street the river
valley forms an important area of open
green space as do the steep fields to the
east and the cliff side behind Church Hill.
These areas are most visible from the
higher slopes and provide three contrasting
green experiences – the wild bracken
covered cliff, the tree covered river valley
and the more cultivated grazed fields.

Picture 8.86 Fields to the south of Rose Hill. The
ridges have been formed by animals grazing.

There is a further important area of green
space in the form of the gardens east of
Middle Street which can be seen from the
other side of the valley on Roscarrock and
Church Hills.

Loss, intrusion and damage
The main historic loss in the area was
around the Poor Court where the early
cottages were demolished in the late
nineteenth century and replaced with more
sanitary
buildings.
However,
the
replacement buildings were sited on similar
plots and the sense of a courtyard still
remains.
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Picture 8.87 The sense of enclosure in the former
Poor Court area still remains.

There has been some replacement of
historic doors, windows and slate roofs but
in the main the survival of historic features
is very good.
The main loss in the area is less tangible
and it relates to the ownership of the
buildings - as so many are now holiday lets,
during the off season the area can appear
rather deserted not least in contrast to the
busy modern development on the hill top
where so many of the locals now live. In
addition, the conversion of the old chapel
to domestic use and so many of the shops
catering to the needs of tourists, the
numbers of local people visiting this part of
the village has declined.

Neutral Areas
The use of ‘heritage catalogue’ bollards,
particularly at the entrance to Temple Bar
does not enhance the area. Bollards of a
design and materials that relate to their
surroundings would be more appropriate.

Picture 8.88 Off the peg bollards which make no
reference to their locale do not enhance the
conservation area.

General Condition
The buildings are in the main in good
condition and there are no buildings at risk.

Nineteeth Century Expansion
This area represents the nineteenth century
development of the village which spread
out along the sides of the cliffs as the more
sheltered and easily developed land in the
valley became overcrowded - advances in
engineering allowed for development to
take place on more challenging terrain The
development took the form of houses and
public buildings. The good survival of
historic buildings and the continuity of use
has enabled the area to retain much of its
historic character, despite large further
developments in the later twentieth century.
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Historic Development
The earliest development in the area
was probably the fish cellars which
appear on the 1839 tithe map. There
was one on the western side of Fore
Street (on the site of the later school)
and two on the headland (on and near
the site of the later coastguard station).
Other development from the
eighteenth and early nineteenth
century included the White House on
Roscarrock Hill and the row of
cottages known as Billings Row
opposite the Fore Street fish cellars.
It is also possible during this period
that there was a mine along Trewetha
Lane In 1836 a Methodist chapel was
built on Roscarrock Hill.
In 1867 a new chapel was built on
Roscarrock Hill and the old chapel next
door turned into a Sunday school. In
1869 the first lifeboat house was built
on Fore Street (this later became the
post office after the lifeboat was moved
to the harbour). At some point before
the 1870s Back Hill was excavated to
improve connections with Port
Gaverne. In 1897 a temperance hall
was built on Trewetha Lane and in
1877 Sylvanus Trevail built a school
and headmaster’s house on the
western side of Fore Street. Between
1882-4 St Peter’s Church was built on
the recently created Back Hill. By 1880
there was a coastguard station, life
saving apparatus house and
blacksmiths on the headland beyond
Fore Street. Late nineteenth century
domestic building in the area included
the group of houses known as
Khandallah on Roscarrock Hill, houses
on the southern side of Roscarrock
Hill, Canadian Terrace and Cliff
Cottage on Fore Street and terraces
and villas on the headland beyond

Fore Street. There were also allotment
gardens laid out on the cliff side below
Khandallah.

Picture 8.89 The prominent siting of the old
Temperance Hall on Trewetha Lane makes it an
important landmark building.

Picture 8.90 The steep sides of Back Hill excavated
by Dartmoor convicts.

By the early twentieth century further
rows and terraces were built on land
between Back Lane and the upper
reaches of Fore Street. In 1911 Billings
Row was demolished and replaced by
the Liberal Club and at around this
time a church hall was built next to the
apparatus house.
During the 1950s and later
development took place along
Trewetha Road and New Road in the
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form of detached houses and
bungalows.

Activity and use
This area was historically, and continues
to be, mainly residential. There is a sizeable
amount of tourist accommodation much of
which is provided by buildings originally
constructed to meet this demand (unlike in
the lower part of the village where many of
the locals’ houses have been converted for
this use). Many of the public buildings such
as the school, Sunday school and chapel
are now commercial buildings, but the
church, church hall, former temperance hall
and Liberal Club all provide facilities for the
local population. Although this area has
less historic fabric than the lower village
there are still a good number of surviving
historic structures and Roscarrock Hill and
Fore Street both give access to the cliffs
beyond – as a result these parts are busy
with tourists. Trewetha Lane and Back Hill
are quieter, and New Road is mainly busy
with local traffic and people visiting the
supermarket on the eastern side of the
road.

Architecture and historic qualities
The architecture in this area can be broadly
placed into the following categories – local
vernacular cottages, Victorian and
Edwardian terraces and villas, and public
buildings. The vernacular cottages include
the early nineteenth century White Cottage
on Roscarrock Hill and Canadian Terrace
on Fore Street. This row of cottages,
although built towards the end of the
nineteenth century (they appear on the first
edition Ordnance Survey map of 1880),
were constructed in the local traditional
style - slatestone with slate roofs and brick
chimneys they have simple unadorned
facades with sash windows beneath brick
segmental arches and simple slate door
canopies. Over the years a number of the
cottages have been rendered and painted
and as a result some of the harmony of
their design has been lost.

Picture 8.92 The White Cottage - one of the earlier
structures to be built away from the Harbour.

Picture 8.91 Trewetha Lane retains many of the
characteristics of a country lane – and this
impression is strengthened by the survival of historic
outbuildings.
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Picture 8.93 Canadian Terrace was built in the local
vernacular style with slatestone walls, brick window
arches and simple slate canopies over the front
doors.

Picture 8.94 Painting the facades of some of the
cottages along Canadian Terrace has somewhat
disrupted their visual harmony.

The Edwardian and Victorian villas share
the same building materials as the local
cottages – the majority have slatestone
walls with slate roofs – but are by contrast
highly decorative. They are sited to take
full advantage of the magnificent sea views
with prominent dormers and bay windows,
unlike the earlier cottages that were built
into the cliff side for shelter.

Picture 8.95 Prominently sited Edwardian villas with
round headed stair windows.

Picture 8.96 These villas on Roscarrock Hill were
sited in order to make the most of the sea views
which are maximised by the inclusion of bay
windows.

The public buildings were built in a variety
of styles including the eclectic mix of gothic
and classical on the Roscarrock Hill
chapels, the paired down gothic of St
Peter’s Church and the temperance hall
and the classical detailing of the Liberal
Club.
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Picture 8.98 The double flight of steps leading to
the first floor entrance of the old Sunday school.

Picture 8.97 The classical pediment above the
panelled entrance door to the old Liberal Club.

Key buildings
Sunday School, Roscarrock Hill –
grade II. Built in 1837 from stone
rubble with a hipped slate roof the
ground floor was originally used as a
cellar and the chapel reached by two
flights of stone steps. The entrance to
the Sunday school (now part of a
pottery) is through double six panel
doors at the top of these steps flanked
by round headed windows with gothic
glazing bars. There are a further pair
of windows on the floor above and a
blocked oculus above which is a
bellcote, which sadly no longer has a
bell.

Picture 8.99 Gothic intersecting tracery on the
nineteenth century sash windows of the old Sunday
school.

Methodist Chapel, Roscarrock Hill –
grade II. Built in 1867 of stone rubble
with a hipped slate roof this building
was larger than the former chapel to
accommodate the growing Methodist
congregation. Its facade is five bays
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long and the first floor windows have
decorative radiating glazing bars and
round brick arches. The windows have
fleur-de-lis margin glass. Converted in
recent years into a pottery the
essential character of the building still
remains. Both the Sunday School and
the Chapel are key features in views
of the harbour from Fore Street.

Picture 8.100 The old Methodist Chapel and
adjacent old Sunday school on Roscarrock Hill form
a major part of the vistas across the bay from Fore
Street.

Picture 8.102 Incised fleur-de-lis margin glass on
the old chapel.

Khandallah, Roscarrock Hill. This row
of villas epitomises the late Victorian
development in this area. They are
specifically sited to take full advantage
of the views across the bay and
incorporate bay, dormer and gable
windows. The importance of the views
is particularly evident in the central villa
where almost the whole of the façade
appears to be glazed. The villas have
a dramatic setting adjacent to a former
quarry on the side of the cliff and are
highly visible from many points in the
village.

Picture 8.101 Radiating glazing bars on the first floor
windows of the old chapel on Roscarrock Hill.
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Picture 8.103 The large windows with decorative
glazing bars are an important feature of Khandallah.

St Peter’s Church, Back Hill. Built
between 1882-4 on land made
available by the excavation of Back
Hill. The design of the building is very
simple with three lancets adorning its
southern façade, which is rendered
with slatestone door and window
surrounds. There are slatestone and
granite buttresses on the southern
façade presumably added in the early
twentieth century after the building
suffered from subsidence.

Picture 8.104 The rendered southern façade of St
Peter’s with simple lancet windows and buttresses.

The Old School, Fore Street – grade
II. Possibly one of the most
dramatically sited schools in the
country with stunning sea views from
the playground. Sylvanus Trevail rose
to the challenge of designing a building
worthy of its exceptional site. Built in
1877 in the gothic style the building
comprises two large schoolrooms, an
adjoining headmaster’s house and a
three stage tower with turret. The
gables, stone detailing and tower form
a picturesque silhouette that can be
appreciated from many different parts
of the village. Sadly the decision was
made not to use local stone dressings
and over the years the freestone used
has become badly eroded. The school
has been converted into an hotel.
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Picture 8.105 The old school built by Sylvanus
Trevail in the highly decorated gothic style. The
modern addition of lights and the large number of
signs threatens visual indigestion.

Picture 8.106 The silhouette of the old school with
its clock tower plays an important part in many of
the views throughout the village.

Local details
Due to the later development of this area
there are fewer instances of truly local
details other than the slate door canopies
and the use of slate and slatestone in the
public realm (see below). However the late
Victorian and Edwardian villas do have a
number of features added in response to
their location such as the glazed cheeks to
the dormers which give increased views
and the use of exuberant decoration.

Picture 8.107 Simple slate canopy supported by
iron brackets on Canadian Terrace.

Picture 8.108 Glazed dormer cheeks allow for
increased views. This house has decorative crested
ridge tiles and terracotta finials typical of the area.

Seaside or resort developments during this
period were often highly decorative
reflecting their light-hearted, recreational
function. The boarding houses in Port Isaac
incorporate patterned glazing bars,
decorative terracotta ridge tiles and finials,
carved bargeboards and porches and
decorative slatehanging into their design.
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Picture 8.109 Decorative glazing bars on a pair of
villas at the northern end of Fore Street enhances
the buildings' character.

Picture 8.111 This dormer with glazed cheeks has
decorative carved barge-boards.

Picture 8.110 Crested and pierced terracotta ridge
tiles.

Picture 8.112 Decorative ‘fish scale’ slate hanging.

Local and traditional building
materials
The majority of walls are local slatestone
and the roofs are slate. Door and window
surrounds are predominantly cream or red
brick, but the doors on Canadian Terrace
have timber lintels. The majority of chimney
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stacks are brick. Many of the more exposed
elevations have been rendered and there
is quite a high proportion of slatehanging
– some of which includes decorative fishtail
slates.

slatestone is used to form retaining walls
on Back Hill. Along Back Hill and Trewetha
Lane the walls have a rural feel where they
have been become overgrown by
vegetation and bushes.

Picture 8.113 The small regular slates on the roof
of the old Liberal Club suggest it might have been
constructed using the highly skilled Delabole
system.

Picture 8.115 The hedges and bushes along
Trewetha Lane and Back Hill give the area a rural
feel.

The streets have an informal pastoral feel
as there are few pavements, and road
markings are kept to a minimum. There is
an area of pavement outside the old school
formed from black top boarded by a slim
slate kerb.

Picture 8.114 This house with its slatestone walls,
granite quoins and cream brick window surrounds
has a typical construction for the area – it is a pity
its historic sash windows have been lost.

Public realm
Slatestone garden and boundary walls are
an important feature in this area. The cliff
path around the eastern headland is
bordered by a low slate wall allowing views
out to sea and across the bay and

Picture 8.116 The pavement outside the old school
is formed from black top with a slim slate kerb - the
combination of modern and traditional techniques
is unobtrusive and successful.
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Between the eastern cliff path and
Coastguard Hill there is an interesting path
formed from cutting into the underlying
slate.

Picture 8.118 Traditional cobbled paving outside
the old Liberal Club.

There are a number of steps formed from
slatestone with slate treads and slate is
used to form door steps.

Picture 8.117 Rock cut path on the eastern cliff
below Coastguard Hill.

Due to the late development of this area
there are few areas of traditional paving,
but outside the Liberal Club and the shop
ar the foot of Back Hill there are charming
areas of cobbling.

Picture 8.119 Slatestone steps with slate treads
leading to a cobbled pathway on Canadian Terrace.
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Outside the old school are stone gate piers
with moulded copings which support
original cast iron railings. Stone gate piers
can also be found outside the church hall.

Picture 8.120 Cast iron railings outside the old
school with decorative finials

Picture 8.122 The granite war memorial.

Greenery and green space
The cliffs behind Roscarrock Hill and
beyond the head of Fore Street provide
important sizeable areas of open green
space in an otherwise quite intensively
developed area. However much of the
development in this area is set back from
the streets behind front gardens giving a
softer streetscape than is experienced in
the lower part of the village. Furthermore
the area between Fore Street and Trewetha
Lane is only sporadically developed leaving
a belt of green space clearly visible from
Roscarrock Hill.

Picture 8.121 Granite gate piers rising to pyramidal
copings outside the church hall.

The war memorial at the top of Fore Street
is carved from granite.
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the buildings and partly perhaps because
a large number of the historic buildings are
not listed. This is a great shame as so
many of the buildings originally had
decorative, idiosyncratic glazing patterns
and are in extremely visible sites which
impact on the surrounding historic
environment.

Picture 8.123 The steep cliff side and fields behind
Roscarrock Hill are an important are of open green
space.

On some of the streets the lighting is
extremely utilitarian – particularly Back Hill
– and makes no reference to its historically
sensitive site. The streets are frequently
cluttered by an abundance of signs and
overhead cables.

Picture 8.124 The back gardens of Canadian
Terrace viewed from the forecourt in front of St
Peter’s. The gardens are divided by simple slabs of
slate – an historic feature common to this area of
north Cornwall.

Loss, intrusion and damage
Historically the main loss in this area has
been the fish cellars which used to lie on
the eastern cliff and on the site of the
school. Other losses include the
blacksmith’s and the original coastguard
station which were both situated on the
eastern cliff.
There is quite a high proportion of
replacement windows in this area due in
part to the exposed positions of many of

Picture 8.125 Signage clutter at the head of Back
Hill.

Neutral areas
On the approach into the village from the
eastern cliff (a path taken by many visitors
as it is linked to the major car park) there
has been quite a large amount of
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redevelopment and the loss in places of
the original building line. This gives the area
a somewhat unresolved quality and the
high degree of new build gives a false
impression of the overall character of the
village.

Picture 8.126 The original building line has been
lost to allow access to the modern garages.

The treatment of the pump and shelter on
the corner of Back Hill and Trewetha Lane
could be more sympathetic.

Picture 8.127 The shelter and benches surrounding
the pump on the junction between Back Hill and
Trewetha Lane is beginning to look a little
ramshackle.

General condition
The buildings are generally in good
condition and there are no buildings at risk.
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9 Problems and pressures
Buildings
There are an increasing number of
replacement windows in non-traditional
materials of inappropriate design on
historic buildings in prominent
locations.
Modern dormers and roof lights have
been inserted into historic and highly
visible buildings.
An increasing number of houses are
being altered to provide tourist
accommodation.
At present, apart from the eastern cliff
where there is a high proportion of new
buildings, the majority of the
conservation area has a very high
proportion of historic fabric. The great
popularity of the village as a tourist
destination however could result in
pressure being put on the open areas
of green space within the village,
including the larger gardens, for further
development.

Picture 9.1 Many of the gardens of Port Isaac are
highly visible and contribute greatly to the character
and quality of the village.

Designations
There are some significant historic
buildings which are not listed including
St Peter’s Church, the Temperance
Hall and the former chapel off Middle
Street.
Public Realm
Street lighting in places is of a
standardised form and the streetscape
is also affected to a degree by
overhead wires.
Garden and boundary walls are at risk
of being demolished for ‘off street’
parking.
There are a number of dominant and
inappropriately designed overhead
cables.
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Picture 9.2 Overhead cables in Port Isaac dominate
many of the views and are often placed without
reference to the surrounding historic fabric. Many
also incorporate extremely utilitarian lights.

Throughout the town there are poorly
designed signs in the public realm and
signage clutter.
It is important that the back-land areas,
alleyways and historic outhouses are
valued for the important contribution
they make to the character of Port
Isaac.
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10 Recommendations
Buildings
Windows in buildings in sensitive and
highly visible locations should be of
traditional materials and design.
Historic windows should be repaired
where possible or replaced to match
originals.
Port Isaac has an admirable survival
of original Delabole rag slate roofs
which contribute greatly to the town’s
character. In order to preserve this
asset the insertion of further dormer
windows, rooflights and the
replacement of rag slate coverings
should be limited.

surviving historic green spaces should
be valued for the contribution they
make to the overall quality and
character of the village and not be
viewed as potential development sites.
At present there is a good survival of
original shopfronts and this should
continue to be encouraged.
Designations
A review of the Listing of the village
should be carried out including
consideration of St Peter’s, the old
Temperance Hall and the former
Middle Street Chapel.
Public Realm

Picture 10.1 The roof of the Fish Cellars is a fine
example of the local Delabole slate which plays
such an important part in the character of the village.

Alterations which affect the historic
integrity of both listed and unlisted
historic buildings in order to provide
increased accommodation both in the
form of changing existing historic plans
and in adding extensions should be
avoided.
Further development within the
conservation area should be resisted,
as it would seriously compromise the
historic integrity of the settlement. The

The practice of using existing poles to
carry the street lighting should
continue. However, the lights
themselves should be of a design and
materials more suitable to their
sensitive surroundings.
Consideration should be given to
serving an Article 4 Direction to control
the demolition of walls and hedges,
especially for the creation of hard
standings.
Overhead cables should be
appropriately sited in order to impact
less on the surrounding historic and
natural environment.
Reassess the current signage to
ensure any redundant or over-scale
signs are removed. New signage
should be restricted to the minimum
necessary, of good quality materials
and design, and should be sited
sympathetically to the historic
environment.
The informal qualities of the back-land
areas and alleyways of Port Isaac
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should be preserved and enhanced.
The outbuildings should be retained
and maintained.
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11 Opportunities
The public realm in Port Isaac could
benefit from a little attention. The pump
and seat at the junction between
Trewatha Lane and Back Hill could be
presented better. The ‘heritage
catalogue’ bollards could perhaps be
replaced with structures in a design
and of materials that make reference
to their location.
The forecourt area in front of the
Slipway Hotel could be better
designed.
A new bell (or the original if it still
exists) could be found for the bellcote
on the old Sunday school, and the
clock on the old school should be
repaired.
It is a while since a new town trail was
written for the village. This could help
visitors to understand the many
layered history of the village and to
visits parts that they might otherwise
pass by.
There is a good amount of historic
information concerning the village in
the Cornish Records Library in Truro
and Cornish Studies Centre in
Redruth. These present an opportunity
for someone to write a detailed history
of the settlement, coupled with
knowledge available locally, which
could add to the understanding of the
village’s history and development.
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